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1962 BMW 700 - LS Luxus
LS Luxus
Lot sold
USD 14 903 - 17 032
CHF 14 000 - 16 000 (listed)
Baujahr 1962
Landesspezifische Mehrwertsteuer CH
Getriebe Schaltgetriebe
Chassisnummer 824 448
Zahl der Sitze 4
Anzahl der Türen 2
Antrieb Zweirad
Losnummer 10
Lenkung Links
Zustand Restauriert
Standort
Kraftstoff Benzin
Außenfarbe Blau

Beschreibung
For sale in our upcoming auction on September 16th at the Montreux Palace, exhibition on the Montreux Palace garden, from September 13 to 16. The model is a very rare
BMW 700 LS in its " Luxus " version. Although a large number of copies were produced, it is almost impossible today to find one on the market. 700 appears as a nervous and a
pleasant small car, presenting a remarkable assembly quality and a "German" conception.
This 700 appears in an attractive clear blue with its original grey and blue leather inside. Assessed in July 2018 as a Veteran, this beautiful German carl, whose patina
highlights the charm, presents a very good preservation, despite a restoration that took place several years ago.
Its paint is always sensational? ; its chromium are not pricked nor dented? ; and its inside, although polished, is in a very beautiful state of use.
The launch of the bicylinder of 695 cc can be done without any problems, and its functioning accuse no defects. Savior of the Bavarian brand, unfortunately fall into oblivion,
700 is still today a collectible piece, a witness of the after-war complicated period for BMW, and a testimony of the brand ability. More details of the car and registration for
online or telephone bid here : www.galartis.ch / +41 21 695 25 25
Contact? : Alexandre THOMAS
+41 (0)79 946 27 59
alexandre.thomas@galartis.ch
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